
1. Take a moment to think of anything that has happened that was pleasant today. No 
matter how small, if it brought you joy, it counts! 
 
2. Think of 3 positive qualities about yourself. Whenever you feel negativity creep in, 
remember these three things. Say them silently or out loud.  
 
3. Notice what you can touch with your hands right now. What about your body? 
Your clothing, something you are holding, the surface beneath you... 
 
4. Think of activities you find pleasure in. Choose one you can do today, one this 
week, and one this month. Schedule them now.  
 
5. Notice what you are thinking right now. Do this for 30 seconds. Did anything 
different or new come into your thoughts? Notice without judgment and with 
curiosity.  
 
6. What are 5 strengths you have? Think of them throughout your day. 
 
7. Pause for a moment and pay attention to what you can hear. Can you hear 5 things 
close to you and then 5 far away? 
 
8. Notice what you are feeling right now. See if you can label any emotions that come 
up for 30 seconds. Did you notice anything different or new? 
 
9. Journal anything that you think for 3 minutes. Go through and identify if it is a past, 
present, or future thought. See how many are labeled present. Is this surprising? 
 
10. As you are doing an activity today, ask yourself: what is interesting now? if I had 
never done this before what else would interest me? What do you feel in your body 
and your emotions?  
 
11. As you walk, slow down and pay attention to each movement and what it feels like. 
Notice if you go slow enough and forget to pay attention that you lose your balance!  
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12. Look up from your computer, phone, or other device and notice 7 things you 
didn't notice before.  
 
13. Focus on your belly as you breathe and it moves up and down for 10 breaths. 
 
14. Notice something you are worried about. Ask yourself, if I cared about the 
outcome instead of worried, what action would I take? Notice if anything shifts.  
 
15. Before you send an email, text, or post on social media, pause. Read it again and 
ask, "What is my purpose for sharing this? How will it impact the world? Does that 
outcome reflect my values?"  
 
16. Think of a couple things you consider "flaws" about yourself. What positive 
outcomes relate to these qualities? Choose to love them. 
 
17. Put away everything. Sit for 1 minute. We rarely do this. After, consider what it 
was like? What did you notice? Was anything different than normal? 
 
18. Choose a color. Look and see if it is: on your clothes? in front of you? behind 
you? where else do you see this color throughout your day? 
 
19. Use this script to share your feelings with someone. When ___________________ 
(the situation, I feel __________________ (your emotion). Instead I would like 
______________________ (a solution). Could we practice that together? 
 
20. Notice 2 thoughts you have had today. Ask yourself, are they true? Are they 
judgments? Can I choose differently? 
 
21. Listen to one of your favorite songs. Pretend you have never heard it before! Was 
it the same? Was it different? How? 
 
22. Think of something you are trying to decide. Imagine it is a movie. How does it 
end? Do you know what you want to decide now? 
 
23. Write 5 things you feel grateful for today. Bonus: Write one reason why beneath 
each thing!  
 
24. Scan your body from your toes all the way to the top of your head.  
 
25. Notice something you have in your everyday life and what you like about it. 
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